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Gurunavi tokyo restaurant guide

Planning to come to Japan soon? How to prepare and get all the information before heading to Japan? Guide? Traveling is very exciting and exhausting sometimes with all sorts of things you need to prepare, such as looking for reasonable budget accommodation, transportation in Japan, weather forecast, restaurant search, money exchange shops and
attractive tourist destinations. However, some people do not have time to prepare in advance. Therefore, it may be possible that they will find some problems to get their desired destination and the language barrier can cause the problem to get worse. The smartphone is a key tool of our daily life and is helpful in traveling around Japan without bringing a
heavy tourist guide and maps along the trip. Today I have to recommend free apps that I use every day in Japan. Apps are more helpful to make your journey easier and smoother. Before going to Japan, make sure you have apps on your mobile phone. 1) GuruNaviimage.png 21.93 KBJapan has many restaurants and gourmets, but which one is tailored to
your needs. If you don't have a plan on where to eat and which restaurant you need to go to, GuruNavi is the best app to find the best restaurants to suit your needs and nearby. GuruNavi is a leading Japanese guide to gourmets and restaurants. The application has built a good image and reputation due to the opinions and recommendations of users of the
application. It's easy to pinpoint your preferred location, price range, type of food, and then a list of top-rating restaurants will appear in the app. You can also make a reservation directly through the app and find savings opportunities. The application supports many languages, such as English, Chinese and Korean. It is available in the iOS and Android apps.
Photos: Tabelog image.png 15.23 KBNajnowa useful application to find food recommendations and restaurants called Tabelog. This is the most Japanese favorite app when you need to find the best place to eat. It is similar to gurunavi application. Tabelog helps you find restaurants nearby and sort them by price and rating. With the classification system, it's
easy to make a good decision, you don't even know Japanese. The difference between GuruNavi and Tabelog is GuruNavi is the main source of information, while Tabelog focuses on reviews. Tabelog also selected the best restaurants and dishes based on the Gold, Silver and Bronze Awards 2017. For more information, check their website. In general, this
is comparable to the yelp app and is available in the iOS and Android apps. Photos: MAPS. MEimage.png 35.8 KBDuring a trip to another country you've never you have not visited, you will get lost. Do you have heavy guides or maps with you while traveling? By no means. Heavy, inconvenience and wasting money. Why not choose more useful mobile apps
to guide your direction. Maps. ME is an application for offline navigation. It is recommended that to search for specific destinations without an Internet connection. Don't worry, the information on the map is updated and accurate, and you won't get lost while you have a MAP. me application. Get ready to install before you travel to Japan. It is available in the
iOS and Android apps. Photo: Google Mapsimage.png 15.75 KBGoogle Map is a navigation app for finding your destination by entering an address. Many foreigners living in Japan use Google Maps because it's simple and provides the shortest route to the user. In addition, it also has real-time updates such as roads under construction or train delays. Some
apps support Tokyo Metro and Metro Toei, while Google Map provides train lines, subway lines, and walking paths. The difference between Maps.Me and Google Map is Google Map can not download offline maps. You can't use the app if you're not connected to the Internet. It is available in the iOS and Android apps. Photo: Tokyo Subway Navigation
image.png 17.5 KBAssy Forbes 2016, Tokyo subway system is one of the most complex in the world. It's not because of the many lines, but there are many companies that have subway systems in this city. Indeed, you need to get a subway navigation app if you want to go Japan. Tokyo Subway Navigation is a free app provided by Metro Tokyo for users.
Users can search for information about tokyo metro network transfers. Just select the departure station and destination station, then the app will show you the main route, cost and time required from the departure point to your destination. The app can also advise you which exits to take for popular tourist attractions. It can also be used offline or offline,
therefore, don't worry if you don't have an Internet connection. The app supports Chinese, English, Korean, Thai and Japanese. Image.png 13.81 KBNavitime for Japan Travel is the next most downloaded navigation app for Japanese. It provides information on route search, voice navigation, free Wi-Fi, train delays, money withdrawal space and currency
exchange. In addition, the application also provides information about car rental and recommended attractions. It is available in the iOS and Android apps. Photos: Google Translateimage.png 16.88 KB I used the Google Translate app every day. The language barrier is the most difficult part for foreigners who like to travel to Japan. Of course, not all
foreigners know how to read and speak Japanese. This is how Google Translate helps a lot. It is easy to translate your language into or vice verses. You can also take a picture of written Japanese and translate it into your language due to the built-in camera function. It is available in the iOS and Android apps. Photos: Photos: VoiceTra (NICT) image.png
27.34 KBI I'm afraid to go Japan because I can not speak Japanese. Don't worry, download the VoiceTra app from the Play Store or Apple Store, you can easily communicate with local people. VoiceTra is a multilingual speech-to-speech app. You can translate your spoken words into Japanese. Just talk to VoiceTra and the app will translate into words. The
translation results are translated back into your language and displayed at the bottom. It is to make sure that the results are delivered with the intended meaning. In addition to Japanese, you can allow translation between 31 languages. It is available in the iOS and Android apps. Photos: Tokyo Handy Guide image.png 21.42 KBIf you are planning to tokyo
area, you definitely need the Tokyo Handy Guide app. This app contains everything you need to explore Tokyo. It contains maps of the city, transport, places of sightseeing and more useful information. Maps of Tokyo, such as Shinjuku, Asakusa and other central popular areas of Tokyo. This useful guide also contains information about the islands of Tama
and Ogasawara. If you are planning a zoo or museum, this app will help. This free app can be used offline and available in Japanese, English, Chinese and Korean. It is available in the iOS and Android apps. Go to find out how amazing this app helps you on the go. Photos: Japan Connected - Free Wi-Fi image.png 17.82 KB Last but not least free app is
Japan Connected - Free Wi-Fi that I have to recommend you. When you have some basic apps on your smartphone but you don't have an Internet connection, the apps don't work. Therefore, this app is easier to connect especially for those traveling on a budget. This app will search for free Wi-Fi in your area and connect to hotspots automatically. Enjoy free
Wi-Fi no matter where you are. Photo: mentioned above are very helpful tools for foreigners who do not understand Japanese. It is recommended that you download mobile phone apps for information about routes, restaurants, transportations, attractive places and many other useful information about the places you visit. You don't need to know Japanese,
just to get the right apps ready. I hope you like this article. Please check out more articles from my profile and don't forget to click Like to support me. Lol. Article Miki P Must have Apps when traveling to JapanDue to the time when people traveled; traveled with heavy books about their destination. Article Sumi Ally C If you want to keep your travel safety and
health safe, medicine is you need to take with you on your journey. There are so many drugs in Drugst Sight in Niigata Originally selling free range eggs, it's The company also offers a popular pastry shop, a gift shop, as well as a café serving egg-based dishes. The most important Video Hiroshima and Miyajima Island are the necessary places to visit for a
trip to Japan. We pass through the city in search of pancakes Okonomiyaki, Itsukushima Shrine and the first Japanese pizza vending machine! Joined by amazing friend and Japan first clock Ellen! Article by Angie Rin When I first moved to Japan, I was amazed at the legendary Japanese rail system. They are efficient, clean and punctual. It's all great, but for
beginners, they article Mike B Thank you for returning to Part II of the series, where I try to get acquainted with some of the faces inevitably seen while traveling around Japan. In Part I
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